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Understanding Qawwali
About the Symposium
Conceptualized by Manjari Chaturvedi,
Sufi Kathak Foundation organized a
unique

symposium

dedicated

to

Qawwali, exploring the plurality of the
unified art-form featuring researchers,
scholars, film makers, photographers
and intrigued connoisseurs of music
and

traditional

performers

and

practitioners associated with the music
form

of

Qawwali.

‘Understanding

Qawwali’ symposium, in its second
edition this year, seeks to discuss
debate and understand Qawwali as a traditional art form of Indian sub-continent and further seeks to
enlighten the masses about the same. The symposium is organized in continuation with the five year
programme of Sufi Kathak Foundation. This year the symposium focused on Qawwali, not just as a
traditional art form but as a cultural symbol to represent the essence of ‘unity in diversity’ of India.
The symposium provided ways of scholarly discussion about the unifying aspect of Qawwali. This
seminar focused on the plurality of the Qawwali and musical structure of it, which shows that how
Qawwali has originated and what is basic structure of it. The seminar raised issues about the authentic
form of Qawwali and other perceived forms of this age old tradition.

Introduction to Manjari Chaturvedi:
Manjari Chaturvedi a visionary in the field of performing arts, a pioneer of her dance Sufi Kathak has
formed this academic interactive platform where in discussions about the art-form and their practice in
today’s times takes place using many interdisciplinary forms. She is a force and a name to reckon with
and has blazed her own path with her work in last fifteen years on the Sufi thought. With the
establishment of the Foundation she has taken a leap further to support marginal artists and provides
research opportunities to scholars and students under the banner of the Sufi Kathak Foundation. The
creator and the only performing artist of Sufi Kathak in the world, Manjari has worked extensively to
archive, preserve, promote and present the different music and dance forms associated with the Sufi
thought.

Sufi Kathak Foundation:
The Sufi Kathak Foundation (SKF) is a non-profit registered society (Regd. 61883) that creates
awareness about India’s intangible heritage in music, dance and preserves the gradually fading 700
year Sufi traditions in music. SKF aims to create a world of cultural unity, by spreading the secular
message of the Sufis and initiate children and orienting the youth to become self-employed through arts,
dance and music. Research and documentation form the core strength of SKF’s activities that drives the
foundation to work on the endangered culture of Qawwali and other related art-forms by digitizing and
restoring records and creating a database of high quality and high fidelity recordings and biographical
data of musicians to be available for research and listening purpose to students, scholars, researchers,
musicians and interested public. SKF also seeks to create centers, organize training classes, workshops
and musical concerts to promote Sufi music, Qawwali, Sufi Kathak, and folk& classical dance across the
world.

Support Schemes by Sufi Kathak Foundation:
All donations and aid to SKF’ is exempt from tax, under section 80(g) and section 12 A of the Income Tax
Act. The Foundation is also duly registered under the FCRA norms. The Foundation works towards
providing the assistance, pension and medical support to needy artists, in order to enable them to pursue
their art, and give scholarships to students pursuing classical music, Sufi music and dance through
various schemes such as

1. Deva Sharif Pension/Medical Aid Scheme
2. Saraswati Pension/Medical Aid Scheme for women in performing arts
3. Amir Khusrau Scholarship Scheme for Music
4. Manjari Chaturvedi Scholarship Scheme for Dance
5. Mevlana Rumi Project Grants

Understanding Qawwali- 2014
March 8th & 9th, 2014
Lighting of the Lamp
Shri Ashok Sajjanhar, Secretary, National Foundation for Communal Harmony

Introductory Note & Welcome Address
Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi, President, Sufi Kathak Foundation

Speakers
Dr. Kumkum Srivastava, Professor, Delhi University
Syed Zia Alvi, Urdu Poet & Scholar
Shri Pran Nevile, Indian Author
Prof. Kuljit Shellie, Professor Delhi University
Dr. Gurinder Harnam, Professor Delhi University
Dr. Vinay Srivastava, Professor Delhi University

The Qawwali Photo-Project
Mr. Dinesh Khanna, Photographer

Documentary Films
Mr. Amit Mehra, Film-maker
Ms. Shazia Khan, Film-maker
Ms. Trisha Das, Film-maker
Ms. Manya Patil, Film-maker

Session Featuring Qawwali Musicians
Shri Vikram Lall, Founder of The Society for Art Appreciation and Research (SAAR)
Ustad Meraj Ahmed Khan Nijami and Janab Saqlain Nijami,
representing the Qawwal Bachhe Gharana
Ustad Iqbal Ahmed Khan, custodian of the Delhi Gharana
Shree Naseer Ahmed Khan Warsi, representing the Qawwali traditions of Deccan region

Live Qawwali Performances
Qawwal Janaab Nurul Hasan from Barabanki, Uttar Pradesh, India
Qawwal Janaab Naseer-Nazeer Ahmed Khan Warsi from Hyderabad, India
Venue and Time Duration
Lectures, films and presentations – Multipurpose Hall, India International Centre, New Delhi
8th & 9th March, 2014, 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Performance- Rose Garden, India International Centre, New Delhi
8th March 2014, 6:30 PM to 9:30 PM

Attendance
Over 500 guests

The Symposium ‘Understanding Qawwali-2014’ seeks
to discuss, debate and

understand Qawwali as a

traditional art-form associated with and integral to the
Sufi thought, belonging to the Indian-subcontinent origin
and the seminar intends to understand the present
situation of traditional Qawwals with the purpose of
outlining a clear framework to bring forth the original
form of Qawwali. It is interesting to note that in the while
Qawwali continues to be an integral component of Hindi
film music, the intrinsic nature of this traditional art
form has faded away ,

replacing

the

spirituality and the devotion in the art form with shallow

references. It therefore becomes crucial in today’s times to understand Qawwali, an oral tradition and
unravel the thought behind Qawwali: the philosophy, the people and the musical structure in its purest
available form.
The symposium was a one of a kind academic initiative that
transcended Qawwali, a traditional performing art to the
domain of serious academic discourse, bringing together
artists, students, film makers and academicians on the same
platform. The symposium also featured and offered a space to
traditional Qawwali musicians to voice what they felt about the
centuries’ old music form.
Shri. Ashok Sajjanhar, together with Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi
and the esteemed panelists of the symposium, Shri Pran
Nevile, Ms. Gillian Wright, Dr. Kumkum Srivastava, Prof.
Kuljit Shellie lit the lamp as a symbol of tribute and
prosperity. This was followed by the welcome address by Ms.
Manjari Chaturvedi, the Founder and President of Sufi Kathak
Foundation, who highlighted the need for such an academic
initiative for Qawwali. Shri. Ashok Sajjanhar, the presiding
chair, of the seminar discussed the prevalence of Qawwali
across South Asia

Qawwali is intrinsic to the Sufi ethos especially in the context of the Indian sub continent, hence it becomes important to
discuss and debate this unique music form and gain an understanding to the music and keep this intangible heritage safe for
future generations to come. This unique interactive platform gives us an opportunity to do the same through the various
talks, presentations, films, documentation in the next two days.
– Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi, President Sufi Kathak Foundation

In view of the current times it becomes important to bring people together and form the communal harmony that India is
known for and I applaud the efforts Sufi Kathak Foundation, to discuss this music form in view of the secular traditions of
India and extend our complete support in this venture
-

Shri Ashok Sajjanhar, Secretary, NFCH

The symposium began with an introductory note by Ms
Gillian Wright, the Moderator for the session where she
introduced all the panelists to the audience. Ms. Gillian
Wright, invited the first speaker Dr. Kumkum Srivastava,
Professor Delhi University. An eminent scholar Dr Srivastava
has carried out an historical and empirical study of the Sufi
Order of the Qalandars, publishing several articles on these themes, besides her much-acclaimed book,
The Wandering Sufis. Dr. Srivastava has given a detailed lecture on Qawwali with reference to the
Qalandariya Silsila. She spoke about the contribution of Sufis,
Dervish and Qalandars to the art of Qawwali with special
mention to "Damadam Mast Kalandar...." the most popular
Qawwali sung by almost every Qawwal. Her lecture also
discussed the impact of certain imagery and metaphors inherent
in Sufi poetry and Qawwali poetry and the meanings of the lyrics
and how these lyrics are pronounced by the Qawwals.

Following Dr. Srivastava, Syed Zia Alvi, an Urdu Poet who
belongs to the Chishtia Silsila, discussed a well researched
paper

on

the

interpretation

of

poetic

traditions

"Qawwali mein shaayari ki ahemiyat aur kashish". First of all he
explored the roots of the Indian musical forms like the
Dhrupad, Khayal, Thumari, Tappa etc., in which the poetry or
the lyrics do not have a relevance because the focus is on
Raagdari but it is Qawwali that gives proper importance to
poetry: "Umda qalaam na ho toh qawwali ka haq ada nahin hota". In chaste Urdu he delivered his informative
and enlightening lecture citing references from Amir Khusruo and many other poets whose poetry is
presented in Qawwali, as part of the Mehfil-e-Sama.
Shri Pran Nevile, an author of Indian Art, Indian Culture
&Indian History was the third speaker and presenter of the
day and spoke the contribution of legendary Qawwals like
Nusrat Fateh Ali

Khan

and

others,

who

popularized Qawwali also through cinema in the last 100
years as one of the most important genres of Indian music.
Shri Pran Nevile presented the original Qawwali sung by
these Qawwals in their era and the sudden change that came in the Qawwali sung by the artists of the era

and how Bollywood has showcased it to the audience. He presented a series of rare old recordings to the
interested audience along with the video of the first ever use of Qawwali in Indian cinema.
The afternoon sessions of the symposium featured Shri Vikram Lall in conversation with ninety year old
doyen of Qawwali, Ustad Meraj Ahmed Nizami and his family,
along with Ustaad Iqbal Ahmed Khan and Janab Naseer Ahmed
Khan Warsi. The discussion centered on the original form of the
Qawwali and Ustad Meraj Ahmed Nizami informed the
audience about the history and development of the musical
form, and at the present condition of the music form and its
impact on the practitioners of the tradition. Meraj Sahib
explained

how

before

the

advent

of

Khusrau only the

Mureeds sang Qawwali, which was both a message and the
medium. It was Khusrau who popularized it as an art form. He demonstrated the rhythm and taqraar, the
repetition by the group, in Qawwali. This session also proved how this art-form is preserved within the
domains of familial heritage, practicing it for centuries. The afternoon session received remarkable
response, as the conversation with Shri Vikram Lall and the practitioners of this art form has further
elaborated on their efforts and the present status of the Qawwali.
Moving on, “The Qawwali Photo Project” an initiative by the Foundation to invite the photographers, to
shoot and document various aspects of Qawwali, like the performers, the concerts, their association with
shrines, their general lives, their interaction with audiences. Qawwali is an
art-form which cannot only survive with only the people practicing it, the
art-forms also need in equal amounts people to research, debate,
document, and film and present the form in different creative formats.
And photography is a very powerful medium. A much appreciated
presentation by Shri Dinesh Khanna, portrayed the lives of the “Qawwals
of Nizamuddin” through his photo presentation, a unique take on the
form forming an outside view of the same. Shri Khanna had focused on
the family of Qawwal Meraj Nizami and his sons and the photodocumentation showed the current status of performers of Qawwali and their presentation of this form in
present times.

This was followed by the screening of short film “Basant” by Shri
Amit Mehra that showcased the unique aspect of celebrating
Basant at the Sufi Shrine and the Qawwali associated with it also
brought to light the aspect of the musicians walking and singing
inside the shrine.

The afternoon session ended with the screening of “Sama-Muslim Mystic Music of India” by Ms.
Shazia Khan, a film that covered not only Qawwali but also other mystical music from all over India.
This film was extremely informative about the music traditions associated with Sufism.

The above stimulating discussion, the talk, photo-project & film received notable response from the
attending audience who were intrigued by the conversation and
films and further questioned and commented on the work of the
photographers and film-makers and Qawwals to bring across the
present situation of traditional musicians located across the
country. Many among the attendees repeatedly lauded the work of
the Foundation to create this interactive platform.

The final performances in the evening held at the Rose
Garden where the attendance of the performance exceeded
the anticipated capacity of the venue and the performances
were attended by more than 500 people who were present
until the end of the performances, who then greeted the
performers with a standing ovation.
The evening began with the condolence and a tribute to the
legendary Qawwal Late Janab Wajahat Hussain Badayuni,
who passed away in February while performing at a
programme in Mumbai. He had performed traditional
Qawwali and graced the evening last year in our Seminar on the same stage.
In keeping with the theme of the seminar this year of “exploring the plurality of the unified art form” the
evening performance began with the Qawwals Janab Nurul Hasan singing poetry representing the
unique Ganga-Jamuni culture of Awadh. They sang
compositions in praise of both Hazrat Ali as well as
LordKrishna. Leaving the audience spell bound with their
versatility and the amazing aspect of Qawwali uniting the
audience and listener irrespective of their religious
leanings. This performance highlighted the aspect of this
year’s theme of communal harmony through music of
Qawwali. The evening comprised of performances of
Janaab Nurul Hasan who had performed traditional
classics such as Qaul– in praise of Hazrat Ali, Basant and Holi- a unique Hindu festival celebrated by Sufis
in India, Jhumat aawe Nand ke lala-in praise of Krishna and ended with Saiyan Sajile which left the audience
awestruck with their enchanting voice.

The highlights of the evening were Hyderabadi Qawwals
Janaab Naseer-Nazeer Ahmed Khan Warsi who captured
the audience in an ambit of mystical Qawwali music starting
with singing Kabir, har ko har mein paaya, emphasizing the
secular traditions of India, Main Nijam se naina lada aayi re,
and an unusual traditional composition Haryala banna aaya
and the highlight of their performance was the Qawwali
Maula Salim Chisti and the evening ended with traditional rang Aaj rang hai ri maa rang hai ri.

The second day Seminar commenced with a welcome
address by Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi, President, Sufi
Kathak Foundation, introducing the audience about
the lectures and presentation on previous day and
thanking the audience for their presence. This was
carried forward by an informative talk by Prof. Kuljit
Shellie, (Professor, Delhi University) an expert on
medieval poetry (special reference to Sufi, Kissa and
Gurmat poetry) and Pakistani Punjabi Literature. In
her lecture she has given reference to poetry of Bulleh Shah as sung in Qawwali. She very beautifully
presented the life of Bulleh Shah and has talked about the lineage of the Bulleh Shah.

This was further followed by a detailed presentation and a talk on the
Musical Structure of Qawwali by Dr. Gurinder Harnam (Professor, Delhi
University), a music composer, conductor, teacher, and a vocalist par
excellence.

Dr

Harnam

traced

the

unique

musical

structure

simultaneously giving a small demo by singing and detailing the melody
of a Qawwali -Tajdaar e haram as an example. She also detailed the use
of the importance of claps in keeping the rhythm of Qawwali and an overview of the raagas used in
Qawwali.

This discussion on the various aspects of Qawwali was further carried
forward by Prof. Vinay Srivastava, who has given an insightful talk on
the anthropology of the art-form of Qawwali. Prof Srivastava laid
emphasis on the importance of field study with a strong follow up
approach needed to give the required emphasis to the form, in a scholarly
approach. He also noted that today Qawwali has been de-centered and is
not limited to being a part of religious institution but is also part of
concerts, weddings and parties. An interesting remark was made by him of Qawwali being highly
adaptive and yet still remains andro-centric and kinship oriented.

The afternoon session was started with the screening of the short
documentary film “The Diya in the Dargah” by a young talented film
maker Ms. Trisha Das. In keeping with the theme of the seminar the film

showed a unique Dargah in Gujrat that has a Brahmin caretaker and even in the most divisive times
he has remained with the shrine. The film awed the audience and left them in pin drop silence as an
appreciative response.

After this there was the Discussion/ Master class by the
Qawwals, in which the Qawwals Janab Naseer Ahmed Khan
Warsi & Janab Nazeer Ahmed Khan Warsi were in
conversation with Syed Zia Alvi, Dr. Gurinder Harnam and
Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi. The Qawwals had shared their
experience of singing both at the Sufi shrines as part of the
annual Urs at the shrines and singing at concerts and
displayed their ability to structure their performances to suit the audience. They discussed their status
of the Qawwali and how Qawwali forms for them as a familial tradition to be taken forward.

The last session of the Seminar ended with the screening of a
documentary “The Divine Mystics” by Ms. Manya Patil dedicated to the
well known Sufi shrine of Hazrat Shah Niyaz of Barielly.

The two day seminar ended with a vote of thanks by Ms Manjari
Chaturvedi, president, Sufi Kathak Foundation. Ms Chaturvedi gave a complete view of all that has
been discussed in last two days and thanked the kind supporters and funders whose gracious
support made this interactive symposium possible. She also informed the audience and invited them
for the next seminar to be held in first week march 2015.

Audience Response
It was a pleasure to be part of your seminar.
I have now been to two Holi events where 'mast qalandar'
was
bhangra-ed to, and could only think how relevant
Kumkum's opening talk
had been
The session with Meraj Sahib was also truly wonderful.
Gillian


The Qawwali programme
on 8th March was
wonderful.
N.P.Singh



Never thanked you for he
Understanding Qawwali invite.
Thank you! Very educative
- Alex

Media Response:
The Seminar generated wonderful media response with the leading newspapers like Asian Age,
The Statesman, Delhi Times, and Pioneer giving their stories. This reaffirmed our faith in
doing these unusual projects which appeal to both the audiences and media.
The Pioneer, 20th March, 2014

The Delhi Times, 4th March 2014

The Statesman, 19th March, 2014

Asian Age, 10th March, 2014

Lotsbuzz Times: 10th March, 2014

Hindustan Times: 8th March 2014

The Contributors
The symposium has been possible with the kind contribution and support of our funders and partners.
Our contributors are the backbone of any initiative taken and organized by the Sufi Kathak Foundation.
By contributing to Sufi Kathak Foundation, their support is directed towards the preservation of centuries
old traditional arts and culture that we at the Foundation, strive to preserve in their original form and
ensure its continuity for the future generations of this country and to the world at large.
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